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Introduction 

Alexei Mixalovic the throne of St. Peter`s son honored , old  

backwardness of the country and will start krepasnoy. He led 

the board to expand the territory of the country as soon as 

the fighting . He was a strong Russia that a strong 

government and a strong naval fleet to the sate tried to turn 

the . Traveling to other countries  for their 

achievementslearned. A just ruler country Railroad and the 

introduction of new rules . Russia is increasing economic , 

military , political and cultural aspects.  

Nowlook at information about St . Peter`s preview. 

 

Alexei Mixalovich youngest son was born is 1672 . Who 

died in 1725 . Born in Moscow died in St.Petersburg. His 

have brothers and sister Nathalia . 1682 was the Russia king 

. But the throne in 1689 occupies a full sister Sofia after the 

downfall of the throne . He is interste in the mysteries of the 

ship . 1680 study in ship . 1684 was sailed across the Yanzi 

Lake Pereyaslovskayl founded a shipbuilding plant .Russia , 

Galle , England , Denmark Admiral . Establish a regular 

army in 1699 . Peter no creating a powerful army , but it also 

establishes . Song of the introduction of  compulsory 

military service . He said Russia is a powerful country and to 

expand the territory of the country engaged in fighting . 

1695-1696 years Battle Azov , in 1702 batlleNotenburg , 

1708 in the batlle of Leshayo in 1709 in the battle of the 

river , by the army in the batlle of Poltava .  

 

He Gruppe country with a strong Navy to be worked out in 

the Baltic Sea .Therefore , the war against Sweden . It took 

the name of fighting the war in the history of the North . The 

war ends with the victory of Russia . That same year , the 

city of Finland Nishdad signed a ceasefire agreement . 

Sweden in 1702 during the with the Swedens occupied the 

town and the capital of the Russian Empire , the city will be 

built in St.Petersburg . 27 may in  1703 and the founding of 

St. Petersburg into the Russian Empire capital . SP in 9-10 

centuries novgorods (known as the 13th century , has passed 

the land ). SP place  in the Republic of Novgorod in the 15
th

 

century village . The structure of the Russia state in 1472 . 

At the beginning of the 17
th

 century Swedish invasion of the 

Neva coastline , oxtail Delta Niyenshans fortress built . 

Russian troops occupied the Castle on May 12 , 1703 and 16 

May (27) Peter l Zayachiy o. da Petersburg  (Petropavlovs 

)later founded the Castle 1703-1704 Kotlin Kronshlot castle 

(built in 1723 Kronshtadt ) 1704 years left edge of the Neva 

Admiralteystov established .1705 Admiralteysto fortress 

built around it .   Petersburg competed and the assault took 

place in Narva . His prints taken during the Kamchatka to 

the  Caspian coast . He just makes the rules and powerfull 

ruler in his country .  He only resigned from the will of the 

male ruler banned from generation to pass it on . Law 

prohibiting girls is marry without the consent of  . He spent 

so truth his wife . Whelan Moni will be sentenced to death 

on November 13 in 1724 . November 16 , to death by 

hanging in St. Petersburg . State could consult his wife 

Catherine . 

 

Regrets that the two before Peter`sdeath . 

The first mosquito defeat of Turkey . 

The failure to obtain revenge for the execution of Khiva 

Cherkavskiy. 

 

Coming to the age of 23 Khiva from to Yarkentmubmission 

to be able to move . For this reason , try to open the trade 

route to India . Spend 30 years in Central Asia Orginally 

from the city of Yugoslavakia Rage nationality Italian 

Benevini sent in 1728 .  Some sources said he died 

pneumonia data fount . 28 january( 8february )in 1725 died 

St . Petersburg . Take the throne after that of his wife 

Kathirine . 

 

Peter`s reforms , researchers in two stages : in the history of 

1715 years ,  and then (V . I Rodenkov  , A. B . Kamenskiy  

) In the second stage , after the military action already in 

enemy territory , reaching structural changes . Power 

apparatus further strengthened , not only to satisfy the needs 

of the military enterprises , but also in the production of 

consumer goods for the popular the state regulation of the 

economy is a little weak , traders and entrepreneurs are 

givena certain freedom of action . Basically , the  reforms , 

private property , but did not submit to the interests of the 

state as a whole : Its prosperity and to meet with Western 
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European civilization . The main objective of the reforms in 

Russia able to compete with the countries of Western 

military and had to be one of the leading forces in the world . 

 

Obviously Peter did not just the king Russia into a 

powerfullstate . It has created new lawysregulations .  He 

Empire lived nearly 200 years only to St. Peter`s and the 

time of Ekaterina ll news comes from other countries . 

Russia culture flourishes . In particular Peterisagreat 

contribution to the development of  science knowledge in 

Russia . Religious Slavic  alphabet instead of creating civil 

alphabet . The first newspaper and translations of foreign 

books . Julian calendar , introduced in the country . Peter is 

interested in ships .Europon countries to learnthe secret of 

the ship . Shipbuilding and learned carpentry as 14 different 

crafts . The first Russian gymnasium was founded in 1705 . 

School of Mathematics and navigation in 1701 . Scholl of 

medicine in 1707 . Naval Academy in 1715 . School of 

Engineering and arteleriya in 1719 . mad so many travel 

news . In particular , defines the beard and the mustache and  

man . 1714 in king collections are moved to the summer 

palace  , and consist of Kunskamera . For guests who visited  

here two kinds of drink . He was sitting on the throne of 

Russia was a backward state . The development of trade and 

industry in order to reform the country`s . The first brought 

potatoes to Europe . Peter`s interest in gardens and plants 

supplier to European countries . To control the fiscal 

position in the . Indian appeals to the Russian agency 

.Peter`s reform was aimed to overcome the crisis . Result 

meets Russia became a member of the international  political 

games . It is based on the effective management of Russian 

culture axis.  

 

Russian still remember with pride and Peter brought him the 

country`s highest peak . 

 

Peter improved the every round the country , but more 

countries remained krepasnoy and for the future of this 

country has became unsafe . Peter then exchanged many 

rulers . But peter strong , established by the State in which 

the current culture , procedures have been installed , and 

achieved good results in the expansion of areas of the 

country round . After some of the great ruler , developed by 

state (the Soviet Union ) and some cultural life ( Catherine ) 

have introduced laws . But all of this was embodied Peter . 

Peter`s great for even the bodies of the Pacific Ocean in the 

North expedition . Each of us , like Peter little Should 

contribute to the education of youth . Parents raising their 

children , school teachers more give Peter and the other 

major parties for children it is  appropriate to create a unique 

idea that films . Today , young people in school history 

teachers over the course of lobbying interesting new 

government figures more interesting and effective interest of 

children . They are such a great person try to be 

understanding about the need to . In addition , each day of 

the rest or twice a week to make films about historical 

personalities and students know that they are descendants of 

persons and must be proud of . More need to prepare for any 

period in in the history of movies . Then the students for the 

past period of life even through the TV with the idea of life 

at that time to the present period of life , and they need to 

understand the opportunity hand . Each of us , like Peter , 

must learn from history and try to leave a trace in history 

.Peter , for contribution to the development of the country . 

The Russian people are still proud of Peter . Proud that the 

young people of his generation . 

 

Peter is a great person to be still enough time and 

opportunity to . 
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